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The Craig Hunt Linux Library provides the advanced information that Linux professionals and

systems administrators need to keep their Linux servers up and running at maximum efficiency.

Developed by noted Linux and TCP/IP guru Craig Hunt and written by acknowledged Linux experts,

these books dig deeper into each of the eight key Linux topics -- Samba, Apache, DHCP, NFS and

Automounter, Sendmail, DNS, security, and system administration-than any other book on the

market.With more than 40 percent of the purchase-based server market, Apache is renowned as

the most powerful and capable Web server available -- and the toughest to master. In this detailed

guide, expert Linux professional and Webmaster Charles Aulds tackles the issues that Linux

administrators and Webmasters need to know to build stable and hackproof Web servers for

intranet, extranet, and Web use. Includes in-depth treatment of configuring, maintaining, and

troubleshooting Apache in the real world.
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Having spent a great deal of time wrestling with the more arcane aspects of administering a web

server I've read way too much about the Apache server.This may well be the one book written about

Apache that turns into a must buy. It covers earlier in the learning curve and has much better prose

than Kabir's "Apache Server Administrator's Handbook" and covers more than Laurie's "Apache:

The Definitive Guide". While the sections on Perl, PHP and CGI are not extensive they cover all an



Apache administrator needs to know to support the programming efforts of others. I found the

sections on troubleshooting and security particularly useful.I had already compiled Apache from

source a number of times so cannot really tell how useful this section might be to the newcomer but

it seems to cover everything you need to know to custom build your own httpd binary from

source.The section on configuring Apache is marvellous, I learn something from it every time I open

it to assist in reconfiguring a server.This book is well written, up to date, concise and authoratitive. It

has good examples, good explanations and leaves out almost nothing. Everything a computer book

should be. I feel that anyone who is starting down the Apache road should buy this book, any real

need for earlier information is adequately addressed by the Apache manual while no other volume

covers so much of the rest you need to know as well.

except for the Admin (and well maybe not for Microsoft either)...I own a number of books on

Apache, have printed all the online documentation and regularly read a number of mailing lists

devoted to the product. All told, I spent ALOT of time tracking down esoterica related to

apache...While this book is not *everything* you need to admin apache, it IS 95% of the battle. The

information is presented clearly with many examples of code, configuration files, and pointers to

more information.By reading this book, and following the guides given, you should be able to have a

working, high performance webserver customly cocnfigured for your individual needs, and more

importantly... You will know how to support, troubleshoot, recompile and fine tune it as time goes on,

for no software costs, licensing or fees, you have to love that :)The sections on PHP, mod_perl,

fastcgi, and other server side technologies are not very indepth, but they do fully explain the

integration of these technologies from the apache server perspective.I would place this on the "Must

Buy" list for anyone who runs Apache, no matter which platform you are running Apache on.

Includes a handy chapter on HTML exchanges between server and browsers that will help

sysadmins thrust into a Web server admin role.The book is clearly and professionally written, and

contains excellent descriptions of the various configuration directives, with special attention paid to

configuring multiple virtual sites on a single server.There is ample documentation on compiling

Apache from source code. I'm sure that many new web administrators will not find this portion of the

book necessary, given the now-ubiquitous availability of pre-compiled binaries in most Linux

distributions, but it is nice to have the info as a reference.My sole complaint, which I also have with

the other two Apache manuals I have read to date, is that after the first few chapters the books tend

to get mired down in a line-by-line explanation of configuration directives. It would be much more



valuable to system administrators new to Apache to have a few more process-oriented chapters. In

other words, chapters which read "If you want to achieve x outcome, set y and z directives in the

following manner, and this is why it works that way" are much more valuable to the new Apache

admin with limited time on his/her hands than the more general "This is what directives x, y, and z

do."Perhaps this complaint is really simply a problem with determining the target audience, which is

spectacularly difficult to do online with these books, given the marketing hyperbole that serves as

book descriptions - we'd all be better served by a Table of Contents on the description page.In any

case, I heartily recommend the book as a desk reference for Apache configuration, especially if you

need to run multiple sites on a single server, with the proviso that new Apache admins should look

elsewhere for a more basic manual as well.

If this book had included an electronic copy on CDROM, it would have been perfect! It is difficult to

find an administration manual written for the network professional that covers the subjects in enough

depth without making it impossible to grasp key concepts quickly. This book presents not only the

operational knowlege needed but includes an inside front cover code listing table of contents

making it easy to find those "how to" code examples we seldom use, but can never find when

needed. The money and, more importantly, my time, spent on this book was well worth it.

Everything you need to know about v.1.3, but with Apache 2.0 just around the corner (currently in

beta), you might want to hold off until the 2nd edition. This edition touches very briefly on 2.0,

providing a general overview of what to expect, but no meat. A lot remains the same, but some

critical things are different, and clear documentation of the kind that this book provides for 1.3 is

scant. Hopefully something will come out before too long fill the void.Of course, Apache 1.x is no

slouch, has the majority share of servers on the web currently, could be all you need and more. If

you're inclined towards the tried, tested, and true, and shun the unproven, consider this a 5 star

recommendation for an excellent book on an excellent, if somewhat venerable, web server.
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